Wedding Sparkle
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With a variety of aesthetics—from boho to modern to sophisticated—BHLDN offers approachable style at a comfortable price point. Trends
for spring, says Winters—sleeves, plunging
necklines, lace gowns, and tulle ballgowns (see
below). Bridal separates are also big for customizing size and versatility. And veils of all lengths
add drama and shine.
Other area style-makers added their take on
trending wedding style. What’s on your list?

Sunset Hill Jewelers
Vintage inspired designs and working with family
heirlooms never go out of style. Work with Sunset
Hill to create your ideal design or pick from stunning
options in their collection for a one-of-a-kind piece.
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hether it’s the ring on her finger or
bejeweled halo headband in her
hair, all brides sparkle! To find more
options for dressing for the wedding, we talked
with Faymi Winters, from the BHLDN boutique in
Anthropologie at Devon Yards. This new addition to the bridal scene fills a niche in Anthropologie’s customer life cycle, adding curated gowns
and special occasion dresses plus accessories
for the modern woman.

Matlack Florist
One of Matlack Florist’s August brides
was ahead of the coral trend. Pantone’s 2019 color of the year, ‘Living
Coral’ is beautifully showcased in
this gorgeous bridal bouquet with its
vibrant roses and peonies.

Christophers Chocolates
Personalize your wedding guest favors with
Christopher’s decadent chocolates. Or pick
from candy buffets, trays of chocolates,
truffles and chocolate covered pretzels to
add that sweet touch to your special day!

Studio 3 Framing
BHLDN
A floral-embroidered bodice
features a plunging neckline
and sheer back for a stunning
finish, but our favorite part of
this showstopping ballgown is
its voluminous tiered skirt.
The Valera Gown is available
for try-on at BHLDN’s
Devon boutique.

Reprinted

Walter J Cook Jeweler
Sparkling Perfection Starry Night
necklace with marquise and brilliant
diamonds in Platinum. This necklace
will shine like a constellation, appearing to float on her neck like a star in
the sky. Designed by Suna, available
at Walter J. Cook Jeweler, Paoli.

Signature mats provide guests
the opportunity to sign and
write messages to the bride
and groom, producing a
wonderful wedding keepsake
in the form of a framed mat
that holds a photograph of the
bride and groom. A special
way to remember your
big day!
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